
Pro-Line 35 Express
Brief Summary
The Pro-Line 35 Express rides atop the Pro-Line design team’s list of successful boats. She is ready for

serious action whether you are a tournament angler or just serious about charging out offshore. The 35

express has everything you need to spend the day or the weekend working your favorite GPS marks miles

away from the rat race.

Price
Base Price

Prices, features, designs, and equipment are subject to change. Please see your local dealer or visit the

builder's website for the latest information available on this boat model.

Key Features
Baitwell w /raw water washdown

Galley, dinette and berths

Full wet head

Dive platform

Trim tabs

Windlass

AM/FM/CD stereo with 4 speakers

Fish Boxes with Macerator

Full Galley

Shore Power with Cords

Water Heater

Specifications

Length Overall 35' 6''

BEAM 12' 6''

Dry Weight 11,200 lbs.
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Tested Weight

Draft 25''

Draft Up

Draft Down

Air Draft

Deadrise/Transom 19 deg.

Max Headroom N/A

Bridge Clearance 10' 2''

Weight Capacity

Person Capacity

Fuel Capacity 320 gal.

Water Capacity 60 gal.

Length on Trailer

Height on Trailer

Trailer Weight

Total Weight

Aft Deck
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Salon Inside Width

Salon Fore & Aft

Salon Height

Salon Volume

Galley Volume

Master SR Width

Master SR fore & Aft

Master SR Overhead

Master SR Volume

Eng. Room Volume

Acceleration Times & Conditions

Time to Plane 6.8 sec.

0 to 20

Ratio 1.86 : 1

Props Poly Tech 15 1/4 x 18 3-blade SS

Load 3 persons, 1/2 fuel, no water, minimal gear

Climate Temp: 51 deg., Humid: 47%, Wind: 11 knots, Seas: mild chop
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A Tournament Ready Walkaround That Delivers a Big Punch

By Capt. Rob Smith

This year’s Pro-Line 35 Express will surely be one of the favorites to hunt the big fish. Well-known for their

tournament-ready design, Pro-Line gets you out on the fish and back quick. Thirty-nine years of innovation

and design help insure you will be pleased with the response and handling of this proven design.

The sharp bow entry of the 35 slices the waves with ease, and softens the ride. Topside, the boat has

protective high stainless rails and a bow pulpit with anchor roller, standard windlass and line locker to

starboard. Because you will be happy to go out in most any condition, the 35 has standard twin wipers so

you and your navigation officer will have a clear view. If you’re a serious angler, you will want to opt for a

hardtop, like the fiberglass one we had on our test model. It is important to have protection from the sun,

and the older I get, the more I understand that. This top also adds additional lighting and ventilation into the

cockpit as well as additional room for electronics. Outriggers and towers are also options you will want to

consider. The windshield on our test model also had a nice power vent for additional air.

Rugged Fishing Features Throughout

Moving down the toe rail from bow to the cockpit, the fit is a bit tight for my wide feet, but the handholds

make it safer and the design maximizes the interior space. In the cockpit, this 35 had a great aft bench seat

that took seconds to deploy or store. It is hinged into the stern wall and even has drink holders built into it.

The stern wall has three outboard rod holders for trolling off the stern, and to starboard is a transom

walkthrough. A transom shower was just outside the door to rinse off after swimming or a dive off the

optional dive ladder.

Gunwale tops have additional rod holders to maximize your trolling capacity and are wide enough to step on

safely when boarding. Rod racks are in the gunwale walls and access panels and doors allow quick access

to the fuel/water separators, batteries and a floor panel gets you to the optional genset. The aft facing bench

seat is actually the tackle center with storage doors, tackle organizers and hook organizers. The lighted

baitwell is built into the back side of the helm station for easy access to everyone working lines in the

cockpit.

At the Helm

A large L-shaped bench provides plenty of room to stretch out and relax while trolling or to enjoy trading

stories with your driver as you head out and back to the fishing grounds. Ventilated storage underneath

allow you to keep your life jackets handy and to keep them dry. You have lots of room to put your portable

GPS and other loose items in the top of the companion station. Over on the helm side, there is a

comfortable helm chair with plenty of leg room for stand-up or sit-down driving. The top half of the dash is

open for LCD panel displays, and for digital instrument gauges like the Honda gauges on our test model.

Outlets for portable instruments are also handy at the helm. The hydraulic steering and electronic throttle

and shift on our test boat made for near effortless handling. I really enjoyed just reaching the speed I wanted

and hitting the Synch switch! That will make the long runs a lot more tolerable.

The Cabin
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Stepping down the flying steps into the cabin, you enter a space like most cabin cruisers parked at the

docks. The head is mounted just inside on the port side and has a full vanity with pull-out shower handle,

vacuflush head and portal for fresh air and light. Just forward of the head is a compact galley. This galley

has a good amount of storage for dry goods above, a microwave, sink and cooktop. Drawers for utensils

and a refrigerator are below. The V-berth has a standard flat screen TV with DVD to entertain the troops at

anchor. A compact dinette and settee are mounted across from the galley and has the stereo mounted

above it and the power distribution panel on the stern wall behind doors. A crawl-in berth is under the

cockpit adding more sleeping capacity when needed.

Specs and Ride

I tested the 35 Express in some choppy waters in Miami, Florida and found she responded well slicing

through the big wakes thrown our way. She was a bit slow to plane at 6.8 seconds and up to 30mph in 13.8

seconds, but she delivered a tournament top speed of 49mph with twin 225-hp Honda outboards. The 35

Express measures 35’6” LOA with a beam of 12’6” and weighs about 11,200 lbs. dry. Fuel capacity is 320

gallons, fresh water capacity is 60 gallons, and she has a draft of 25 inches. Maximum power for this model

is rated at 900 horsepower. As we saw on our test ride, the Pro-Line 35 Express delivered on offshore

performance, fishing features, and room for the whole family to enjoy.
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